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AV Collections for non-specialist librarians Outline-
•  Introduction

•  Origins
•  Scott de Martinville
•  Edison

•  Development
•  Cylinders
•  Disks
•  Tape
•  Optical disks

•  Format identification
•  Risk assessment
•  Preservation

Origins
•  1856: Édouard Léon Scott de Martinville 

(France)
•  1877: Thomas Edison (United States)

Scott de Martinville
•  1856: the phonautograph (sound signature)
•  Recording on a cylinder
•  Recent discovery (2008) of first recordings

Paper covered with soot
•  March 2008: American historians find 

recordings in the archive of the Academy of 
Science in Paris

•  Martinville wanted a “picture” of sound, not to 
reproduce it

Au clair de la lune
•  About 10 seconds of the song
•  Recorded using a cylinder
•  American scientists photographed the paper, 

created an electronic “stylus” to “read” the 
sound

•  Created a digital file from the sound
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Edison
•  1877: the phonograph 

(writing sound)
•  Recording on a cylinder
•  Scott de Martinville had no 

intention of playing back 
the sound, but Edison did

Edison
•  Edison’s 

phonograph a 
kind of 
dictaphone for 
office use

Supply
of cylinders

Development
•  Chronological order:

•  Cylinders
•  Disks
•  Tape
•  Optical disks
•  Computer files

Cylinders
•  Metal, and later wax

Metal cylinder with broken speaker Wax cylinders

Cases for cylinders

Front and back More cylinder cases

Later, discs (records)

Recording Playing back

Emile Berliner credited with this technology 
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First factory in Montreal

In 1901, 2 million records sold!

Discs
•  Wood
•  Paper
•  Metal
•  Plastic
•  Vinyl
•  Optical
•  Many formats over the years

A different kind of disc recording More sound recording discs

Source: Howard Besser

Audio tape
•  1930s, 1940s in Germany (largely at AEG)
•  After WW2, developed in the U.S.
•  1947: Ampex has tape in studios:

•  longer recording possible
•  editing with a razor blade

•  1960s, 1970s: cassettes, many formats
•  Tape still used today, not so much for sound

Digital recording
•  Now, digital recording
•  Many file formats
•  Many devices to play on (sound system, 

computer, iPod, telephone...)
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Format identification
•  Identify what you have
•  Information on the web (e.g. Google: “identify 

audio formats”)
•  Find information on how to convert to digital
•  Preserve analogue format as an artefact

List of old audio formats

Source: Howard Besser

Risk assessment
•  Helps you gain control
•  Helps understand the priorities
•  Work out a programme to do the work
•  Lots of help available on the web

Steps
•  1 Identify what you have (what kind of tape, 

discs, cylinders etc.)
•  2 Determine the “health” of the media (age, 

deterioration, whether you can still play it)
•  3 Can you fix anything? (cleaning, flattening 

discs, relubricating tape, etc.)
•  4 What are the trends in technology? (choose 

established, widely used, compatible 
technologies)

•  5 Convert to digital

Evaluating the risk
•  1 Formats no longer in use
•  2 Formats that will soon be no longer in use
•  3 Supports that have deteriorated
•  4 Documents most consulted
•  5 By age and chemical, physical stability
•  6 By the number of copies available

Converting
•  The challenge is to preserve the contents, not 

the support
•  It is not necessary, nor desirable to convert 

everything at once
•  You need to plan the transfer:

•  Good cost-benefit ratio
•  Progressive, using evaluation criteria
•  A function of resources (staff, money available)
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Preservation
•  Analogue audio formats never stabilised
•  No advantage to storing analogue formats only
•  Digitising is the route to preservation

Sound Digitization Recommendations

•  For archiving, this is recommended:
•  sampling rate of 96 kHz
•  24-bit quality
•  treat voice recordings like music, to maintain quality

The de facto norm
•  .wav is good, and BWF (Broadcast Wave Format) 

is better
•  Recommended by IASA-TC04
•  For files larger than 4 GB, use MBWF / RF64 

(EBU), compatible with WAV/BWF

BWF
•  BWF is an extension of WAVE, developped by the 

European Broadcasting Union (EBU)
•  Allows adding metadata to ensure 

interoperability among systems
•  Like WAVE, file size limited to 4 GB
•  This is why RF64 was developped

Preservation supports
•  Magnetic tape and CDs used a lot, but limited life
•  LTO is currently acceptable for large collections
•  Hard disks, depending on file sizes, quantities
•  Note: there are no permanent supports for 

digital information
•  But: we can’t go back now
•  When we copy, we maintain the quality, which is 

not possible with analogue copies

Some useful web sites: 
•  <http://www.iasa-web.org/> (particularly the TC-04 

recommendations) http://www.iasa-web.org/tc04/
•  <http://cool.conservation-us.org/bytopic/audio/>
•  <http://www.videointerchange.com/

audio_history.htm>
•  <http://audacity.sourceforge.net/>
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